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❶Why Climate Scientists has been Crooked in Silent(the Arctic Desperate).<→APP
Now it is clearly evident that climate had become more wild at here and there in the world.
Once they found Methane Extinction Risk in Arctic.Now ice lid vanishing has become
positive feedback which could not stop spontaneously.Once ice lid decreased,then solar
heat into ocean increase toward ice melting,which turn to cause more solar heat input
ocean.This can not stop naturally.This is the deadly reason of their desperate to be silent
and of disabling IPCC with governments.But there is a possibility of Geo-Engineering❹⑵⑶.
❷Decisive Necessity of rapid Global Climate Wartime Regime Building.
In any cruel wars in the past,those never had perished mankind,But climate would have
done.Thus climate decay is more than any wars.Thereby it is evidently necessary to
establish rapid Global Climate Wartime Regime.
❸In any nation people in the past wars, they could have established rapid

wartime regime without preparation and complaining.
It is nothing,but our common recognition on imminent visible threat of own life !!.
Our Deadly Stupidity at now is due to nothing,but this !!.
❹The Weapons for Climate War are Possible in Tech,but not in Politics
http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
⑴Wind+Solar Power,H20 gas energy had already become possible in tech and resources.
http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
⑵Cloud Making Machine cutting solar input could work to rapidly stabilize climate.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
http://777true.net/Upward-Floating-Mechanism-of-Clouds-Forming-Aerosol-&-CLOUDs-MAKING-MACHINE.pdf

⑶Arctic Cooling by off Nares strait ocean current could rapidly stabilize Arctic.
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
⑷Economics Calculation for Industrial Rearrangement & People’s Life Assurance.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

❺Political Decadence now Heading Global Extermination.
It’s deficit of our strong common recognition on imminent visible threat of own life !!.
It’s ensemble paralyzing by narcotic in carbon energy pleasure life in the Capitalism.
It’s conspiracy to exterminate global population by eugenics elite(Operation EndGame)

APPENDIX-1:Now Wrong Ideology has been Ruling On !.
Religious(Ideology)View on Climate now Heading Global Extermination.
⑴Mankind extinction by fireball earth were prophesied both by the Bible(Apocalypse) and
Nordic myth.At a glance,it seems due to desperate on humanity deeds.Then note the
Bible never wish mankind extinction,but their repentance to co-live by justice,truth,and
brotherhood,which are consistent claim in Gospel most chapter of the Bible.It is justly
right for now state without repentance the correcting errors in way of life and the politics.
⑵Especially gorgeous way of life in West(and East in recent years)had caused them
haughty,not to admit own deadly failure.Thus the deed of real repentance could be
nothing,but global revolution toward global salvation.
APPENDIX-2:The Essential Cause of “the Upside Down World !”.
America at now is cursed nation by NAZIS ghost the Hate Power,which turned the world
upside down after the war.Then how to turn the deadly situation ?,It may be disclosing
decisive fact the surprising to global public.
⒜USA the Reincarnated NAZIS Nation<Can American People really Repent ?!>.
:Who rule America(the Upside Down Nation) !
＊Capitalism Winner Ruling Nation(the Robber Barron<with Hoegelian Ideology>).
Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility surpremacy.
Perpetual struggle strategy toward global hegemony winning by setting enemy.
:How to Rule America (and the World)!<W.Wundt Psychology making human cattle>.
＊Experimental Psychology for the Ruling(pleasure & pain(torture) or carrot & whip).
pleasure or carrot

pain(torture) or whip

Promoting Material Civilization by Technology

Strong Competition Society in the Capitalism,
individualism,but not human solidarity.

American Dream to be millionaire

fear for decline to be homeless life

(eugenics ideology,or Darwinism)

no social welfare,no medicare,

violence worship toward outstanding Military

fear for violence,crime,destroying democracy

Power with Espionage(CIA),

against US imperialism,strong fake news

Pseudo Religion,

no truth,strong witch hunt society for heretic to

Pseudo Patriotism in strong vanity society

the regime,hypocrite elites for fake

⒝{Justice,Truth,Brotherhood} vs {Injustice,Fake,Hatred}by NAZIS
It is the ruling by the latter(deadly wrong)that had caused the world upside down !!
Mankind history may be summarized as struggle between theism and atheism,or class
struggle between who ruled and who are ruled.Summit of the struggle is world war the 2nd
It is substantially NAZIS(atheism supported by Rockefeller USA the oil merchant) vs Jew
(theism the class struggler).The defeated Nazis was to reincarnate with more hate
power and with Nazis technology)in USA by operation paperclip.The world after the war
had become ruled by them due to Operation Condor(south America)and Gradio(Europe).
Now they are strongest power against theism(of Global Revolution)and now operating in
EndGame heading global extermination due to deadly Eugenics ideology..
⒞They Have Been Being Terribly Brain Washed not Being Likely to Repent(Revolute).
America had accomplished unprecedented prosperity in material civilization.As the
consequence,the traditional strong worship belief had formalized in strong pleasure life in
strong competitive society. They have conscious or unconscious strong fear for being
considered as a heretic to the regime(communist,socialist,....)who are against American
Capitalism Regime where entrepreneur are nobility class.In fact,America is ruled by few
wealthy hereditary family.CIA-Police-Judicial-Bureaucracy with Military Industry Complex
(the strong tax eaters)is their strong body guard not to turn the regime. Intelligent elites
pretend liberal,but they never reveal the really effective truth that can turn the upside down
America(also the worldl).
However to tell so,it also American who had known those fatal defects<the fascism regime
of CIA with military industry media complex>.The rise of D.Trump presidency is told a
resistance against the evil power by declined white class support.However their power is far
less than the established one,so it is told that they took strategy to pull in enemy to their
presidency toward cooperation without evident confrontation<their mind is compromise for
the time being till growing more support by people>.Now their presidency succeeded in the
economy,to which enterprise and laborer may welcome.But the success might invite climate
hell world before long.By good or bad,the world destiny would be determine by USA.Other
nation seem not to have even will and ability to lead the world with strong another idea
applaused by global people.So long as nothing surprise event influencing the world rapidly
an widely,the world would keep current direction toward climate hell world by any leaders.

⒟Hiding Decisive Truth by Hypocrite Elites is Fatal to the World !!
Thereby it is something strong surprise that can turn the world !!!.
⑧The Upside Down Crooked Science Society Fact<an actual experience>.
This is substantially not authors private matter,but global public one.Because a scientific fact
Is not someones opinion,but something everyone can agree with.It is logic or observed fact.
Once he became non-employed physicist to have found following serious truth in Science.
However American and Japanese(manipulated by USA)had neglected the decisive truth.
(In authors nation,many scientists had been being given Nobel Prize year by year in order
not to confess surprising in science.It is shameful deed against benefit of global public).
Superiority of West white scientists in scientific findings are outstanding,so some they
declare own-self white supremacist such as F.Dyson(Physics),W.Shockley(transistor).
https://historynewsnetwork.org/article/1796
Especially for many invisible supporter of eugenics scientists,the symbolic Newton dynamic
equation or Schroedinger equation in matter science may be considered as their top
monopolized contribution,which seems not allowed to non-white for them.However he once
synthesized another form of Schroedinger equation in quantum mechanics(1990),which
revealed 2nd law of thermodynamics in closed system as a solution by micro theory.
http://www.777true.net/img007-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Stochastic-Mechanics.pdf
They terribly have been hating Suzuki Equations,which turn to hide global public.
Another is final theory of elementary particle(Quantum Gravity Dynamics=QGD
(1993~5)).This is essentially not his work,but Einstein,Utiyama,Faddeev-Popov.He found
errors and fixed those,then tried successful test running to reveal matter evolution and
Big-Bang process to create the first born matter hydrogen atoms.Maybe thanks to the error
finding,in 1993 Autumn in USA,tyhe government declared aborting construction of 12B$
elementary particle experiment device SSC(super conducting super collider in Texas).
About 1995,also he noticed completion of QGD and SSC abortion cause,so he claimed
compensation for the copyright infringement.Those had tuned out to cause long lasting his
poor life with various interference against his works still at even now(2019).Thanks to this
situation, also his works after that time had been being neglected. But almost those are
shown in 777true.net site since 2007.Those fact must change the world !!!
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf
Especially following finding was awful matter for author,but must be declared for benefit of
global pubic now having been facing deadly extinction risk.

①Proof on Being Almighty in Vacuum World and Scientific Mechanism of Prophecy.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
It may be nothing,but religion(God)that can make one heart in all people.Now religion had been
assured by science the long lasting enemy by wrong interpretation.By this finding,former atheist
author-himself turned to be theist.The holy scripture revealed all the mattes for humanity more
than science.Thereby,the reading is serious worthy for all.Theism is right,but atheism is deadly

defeated !!!.This is new global religious revolution at now world !!!. Science society must
supple the deficit in theory and declare the fact to global public in the Upside Down World.

Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk now Heading Global Extermination.<see❶>
The highest priority risk at now world has been being hided by IPCC with governments.
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
Following are methane mass extinction fact in the past(252x106y,55.5x106y ago).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleocene%E2%80%93Eocene_Thermal_Maximum
③Recovering Process of Global Temperature by Pulling Down CO2.
This is validity of possibility in recovering climate by drastic renewable change.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

☞:IPCC and the scientists seem not disclosing such data .
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

④Once an Australia and a France climate scientist claimed centralized Global Climate
Policy Governance.That is,Global Climate Wartime Regime establishing the main
theme of this report.＊Author failed to re find their name and the site.Former is Forbes article.The
writer criticized him that non mathematician had become famous politician.

It decisively needs something strong motive for global public that can turn their mind at now.
It is nothing,but global declaration of planetary emergency of climate by global scientists

⑤Protesting fuel energy industry is hypocrite,but buying renewable energy products is really
effective.The industry has no fear so long as being of the massive consumer.
⑥Broadcasting climate disaster news at here and there in the world is necessary,but far
from sufficient to intercept the crisis.Then what they should broadcast ?!!
⑦Scientists,businessmen,bureaucrat and politician are all too busy in own work to know the
global affairs,which turn to make the world schizopherenia the paralyzing in the emergency.
Thereby,at least in Friday afternoon,they should care own future in coming climate hell.
https://www.fridaysforfuture.org/
*There might have been a miracle in the ancient era ?!.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDwFRnZHc6Q
Hebrew Bible Exodus 13:17-14:31 ：Crossing the Red Sea
21 Then Moses stretched out his hand over the sea, and all that night the LORD drove the
sea back with a strong east wind and turned it into dry land. The waters were divided,
22 and the Israelites went through the sea on dry ground, with a wall of water on their right
and on their left.
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+13%3A17-14%3A31&version=NIV

The Bible Acts 4:32-35
Now the full number of those who believed were of one heart and soul, and no one said that
any of the things that belonged to him was his own, but they had everything in common. And
with great power the apostles were giving their testimony to the resurrection of the Lord
Jesus, and great grace was upon them all. There was not a needy person among them, for
as many as were owners of lands or houses sold them and brought the proceeds of what
was sold and laid it at the apostles' feet, and it was distributed to each as any had need.

APPENDIX-3:How to Reform Corruption both in Bureaucracy and Capitalism ??.
The former is tax eater,while latter is tax payer.Note evil NAZIS ghost actual ruling executor
(police,judicial,administration and military,...)in the now world is former,while their substantial
behind ruler is the latter very minor wealthiest(and nobility hereditary).
After all,if global public had known the deadly fact of the world and turned their mind toward
global unite with the genuine truth,then their leaders could not help,but also follow the truth.
Or people must bring up and make new leaders.
So far in authors surveying,there are many organized activities toward reform the wrong
world,however they could not win because they are decisively defect in the the genuine truth
to be effective-less or even hypocrite<betrayer in elites class>.
For example.in the world,
there are massive school and university with massive students,however teachers or
researcher professors could not teach,disclose students the genuine truth.
There are massive news media with massive listeners,however they could not inform the
genuine truth.Many of perpetual regional political or economical struggles,crimes,
accidents,disasters has been working both on imminent task of nation leaders and as false
flag disputes or faint operation in order to hide essential urgent deadly risk facing the world.
There are massive corporate with massive workers ,however many they could not make and
sell the genuine products,but substantially many junk products causing climate hell world .
They urgently must change toward making and selling necessary products by recognizing
the truth.It is both risk and chance to survive.Also consumers must buy genuine products.
Bureaucrats(all the tax eaters)has outstanding power,but are entirely stupid org having been
causing extinction world.They must not interfere revolution activities,or yourselves would go
toward own extinction at last.
These are not easy problems,however nothing revolution would cause our extinction before
long.It is not impossible ,but deadly urgent task of do or die !!.

REFERNCE as for American in APPENDIX-2.
⑴K.Millegan,& A.Sutton,Fleshing Out Skull & Bones,Trineday.LLC,2003,
⑵J.Vankin,Conspiracy Cover.Ups and Crimes,Paragon House,1992
⑶G.Allen,None Dare Call It Conspiracy,Concord Press,1971
⑷G.Allen,The Rockefeller File,’76 Press,1976
⑸William Blum,Rouge State,2001(Japanese translation by Sakuhin Co)
⑹山川暁夫,CIA,教育社,1978
⑺赤間剛,アメリカの秘密，三一書房,1988
⑻浜田和幸,ブッシュの終わりなき世界戦争,講談社,2002.

REFERNCE as for Climate Engineering.
⑼http://upsidedownworld.org/
⑽http://a-m-e-g.blogspot.com/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/
⑾Wind Turbine Products.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_wind_turbine_manufacturers
⑿Solar Panel Products.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_photovoltaics_companies
⒀Hydrogen Energy Products.

＊New fuel cell catalyst employing no high cost Platinum but cheap Carbon
https://tech.nikkeibp.co.jp/dm/atcl/mag/15/320913/092200026/?ST=health
http://www.ballard.com/

＊MCH makes H2 gas easy portable gasoline
http://hrein.jp/english
https://www.chiyodacorp.com/jp/service/spera-hydrogen/innovations/

＊Big Ship(199.9mx35.6m) by Hydrogen Energy.
https://www.nyk.com/csr/pdf/SES2050.pdf
＊Big Truck by Hydrogen Energy.
https://www.businessinsider.jp/post-33041

＊24hours Heat Pipe Water Heater<strong CO2 reduction in home>.
https://www.aspessolarproducts.com/solar-products/heat-pipe-collector-solar-water-heater.html

＊Hydrogen Cooker
https://pureenergycentre.com/hydrogen-cooker/
⒁Hydrogen Generation without Carbon
This shall be uploaded hereafter.

